
Year 8 Computer Science Developing for the Web Knowledge Organiser

Key Word Definition

HTML Hypertext Markup Language, a language for the web that defines the structure of web pages. 

Tags Keywords which defines that how web browser will format and display the content. 

Formatting The process of configuring text for better look and feel.

Image A visual representation of something.

Attribute A piece of markup language used to adjust the behaviour or display of an HTML element. 

Directory A location for storing files on your computer.

Head Web browsers use information contained in the head to render the HTML document correctly. 

Body The contents of the <body> element are what actually get displayed to the user visiting your web page or 
viewing your document

CSS Cascading Style Sheets - used to define styles for web pages, including the design, layout and variations in 
display for different devices and screen sizes. 

Style A set of formatting characteristics that are defined in a cascading style sheet (CSS) and define how to display 
HTML elements.

Search Term What users key into a search engine when they want to find something specific. 

Keywords The words and phrases that people type into search engines to find what they're looking for. 

Hyperlink An element in an HTML document that links to either another portion of the document or to another document 
altogether. 

Spider A specialised software designed to systematically crawl and browse the World Wide Web to index Web pages.

Index Another name for the database used by a search engine. 
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Query A word or phrase that an internet user types into a search engine's search box to answer an inquiry or 
question. 

Ranking How relevant a Web page is to the keywords a user enters when doing an online search. 

Crawler A computer program that's used to search and automatically index website content and other information 
over the internet.

Connective The word or phrase used to combine search parameters to create a better search result. 

Operator A process used to compare logical expressions that returns a result of True or False. 

NOT A Boolean operator which turns True to False and vice versa. 

AND A Boolean operator which returns True only when both inputs are True. 

OR A Boolean operator which returns True when either or both of the inputs are True. 

Quote Search Using speech marks to encapsulate the exact phrase being sought in an internet search. 

Website A set of related web pages located under a single domain name.

Navigation The action of users moving through and interacting with websites and applications.
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